
alaska native groups seek
changes for ICWAI1

groups
WA grants

representatives from alaska native
organizations from throughout alaska
met recently and discussed their
frustration with the current indian
child welfare act grant process

ranging from seasoned grant
writers to newly appointed village
representatives about 30 participants
at the conference expressed their con-
cerns and frustrations with the current
process of obtaining funding for their
ICWA programs

tim deasis director of the bureau
of indian affairs division of native
services in juneau said the gathering
represented a unique opportunity to
look at the entire grant application pro-
cess and have the opportunity as a
group to revise the entire procedure
if necessary

why some grants are approved and
funded others are approved and not
funded and still others are complete-
ly denied was of great concern to the
participants

we are looking at redesigning the
program nationwide we are aware
that certain areas require regulatory
changes and are looking for comple-
tion by the 1992 funding cycle said
james clemmons BIA chief of the
social services branch inin juneau

since its inception 10 years ago the
ICWA grant process has remained
essentially unchanged and this
meeting marked the first review to be
held in alaska

esther combs executive director of
cook inlet tribal council said 10

years is too long to go between
meetings

we need to review the process
every two to three years she said

As tar as the current grant process

ICWA
goes we find it distasteful to go into
competition with other contractors for
funds all contractors would like
multi year grants but the reality isis this
would cut out the new potential
granteesgranleesgran tees

combs also spoke on the cost in
volvedevolved inin producing a grant and the
effect it has on small contractors

in the interest ofevaluating and im
proving the present system the
representatives at the meeting were
asked to develop a document with their
recommendations by the end of the
conference the document will then
be submitted to the bureau of indian
affairs inin washington DCD C

the consensus of those gathered
was that there isis insufficient funding
at the national level

other recommendations to the BIA
included

abolishsabolish the competitive application
process

distribute 100 percent of all ICWA
tundsbunds using a per capita formula
directlydire itly to alaska native villages and
regional organizations

granteesgranleesGran tees need to form an indian
child welfare association and
develop cooperative programs

the group also suggested that
priorities in the application kit are in
appropriate for example recreation
is a higher priority than employment
ot professional staff to assist tribal
courts


